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 STEPS TO ASSEMBLE AND 

FUNCTION 

 

1. With caution unscrew your Red Lid 

(Part 2) from the bag that contains your 

food particles without any food flying 

out. 

 
2. Quickly screw your main container   

(Part 3) to the bag that contains (Part 1)  
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3. Push your food into the container Quickly screw 
your main container (Part 3) to the bag that 
contains (Part 1) 

 

 

  4. Open the blocker. 

5. Connect your container to the outlet so fan can 
turn on. 

  

 

 

 

An easier way to enjoy your food without having to 
worry about them flying away. With Zero G in space this 
transfer system allows your food to stay in place. Easy 
and simple steps doing enjoying your daily snacks. 

6. Finally open your container and enjoy your 
snack without them floating into the air. 









Jaidyn Somers
Charlie Hayter
Karson Combs

Zero G Bulk Transfer System

Parts and how our system works:

For our system, we split our

idea into three pieces; A large

container system, a small container

system, and a transfer system. Our

transfer system will be made up of

four parts, attached to one and other

with a circular pattern lock or long

bolts. We will differentiate the parts

below along with the function, and

description of the parts.
Conclusion:

After all the designing, we have

created a working transfer system and plan on making a few more

improvements. We have already

implemented a button and want to

increase its efficiency.

https://youtu.be/4AtOT5l_tTs

This is our video of our working project

https://youtu.be/4AtOT5l_tTs
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